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Abstract 
Let P be a finite poset covered by three nonempty disjoint chains 7"1, T2, and T3. Suppose 
that p and q are different members of P. Also, P has the property that if p and q are in different 
chains and p < q, then P --- above{p} u below{q}. D.E. Daykin and J.W. Daykin (1985) made 
the conjecture: 
"There is a partition P = R~ u R2 w ... w Rn such that R1 < R2 < ... < R,. For each 
integer i, 1 <~ i ~< n, either Ri and Tj are disjoint for some j in { 1, 2, 3}, or if p and q are members 
of Ri, then we have the following property: If p and q are in different chains, then p and q are 
incomparable." 
In this paper, we give the complete structural details of this conjecture and prove it. 
Keywords: Partition; Partial ordered set; Three-complete s t 
1. Introduction and notations 
We begin with some fundamental  background material  to aid the reader. Given 
a set P, a relation < on P is called a strict partial order on P if it has the following two 
properties: 
(1) The relation x < x never holds for each x in P. 
(2) I fx<yandy<z,  then x < z for any x, y, andz inP .  
We define x ~ y if either x < y or x = y. Then the relation ~< is called a partial order 
on P. We omit ' ~< ' and say P a poser if (P, ~< ) is a part ial ly ordered set with the 
part ial  order ~<. Two different elements x and y in a poset are said to be comparable 
and denoted by 'x ~ y' if one of them is less than or equal to the other; that is, x ~< y or 
y ~ x. Otherwise, they are said to be incomparable. A poset whose relation satisfies the 
condit ion that any two elements are comparable is said a chain. Let S and T be two 
subsets of a poset. We say that S is less than T if s < t for every s in S and every t in T. 
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This is denoted by S < T. S and Tare comparable ifeither S < Tor T < S. S and Tare 
incomparable if there exist some s in S and some t in T such that s and t are 
incomparable. This is denoted by S/T. S is a down-set if for any q in S, p < q implies 
that p is in S. Also, T is an up-set if for any q in T, q < p implies that p is in T. The 
intersection ofall down-sets containing S is belowS. Also, the intersection ofall up-sets 
containing S is aboveS. The cardinality of a finite set T is denoted by ITf. 
Let A be the set of all bijection order preserving maps 2:P ~ {k e Z: 1 ~< k ~< r Pf}. 
We assume that a finite poset P has been partitioned as P = Q w R. We say that P has 
the positive correlation property (PP) for A if, whenever x (respectively, y) is a disjunction 
of conjunctions of inequalities in which each inequality has the form q < r (respec- 
tively, r<  q) with qeQ and reR ,  we have f{h:x}ll{a:y}l ~ Ia l l{h :x  and y}]. 
Often, this is divided by I AI 2, and the resultant expression is recast as 
(probability: x) (probability: y) ~< (probability: (x and y)), 
or  
Pr(x)Pr(y) ~< Pr(x and y). 
For example, P = {{1}, {1,2}, {1,2,3}} = {{1}, {1,2}} u {{1,2,3}}, Q = {{1}, {1,2}}, 
and R = {{1,2,3}}. Here Ial = 1, ,~:P--, {1,2,3}, I{a:x}l = 1, I{h:y}l =0,  and 
I {A : x and y }1 = 1. This implies that f { A : x }11 { h : y} I = 0 ~< 1 = lAir{ a : x and y} I. 
In 1980, Graham et al. [2] showed that Pr(x)Pr(y)~< Pr(x and y) if a 
poset P consists of two disjoint linearly ordered sets A = {a~ < a2 < .'- < am}, 
B = {ba < b2 < "" < bn} and x and y are both disjunctions of conjunctions of 
inequalities in which each inequality has the form bj < at. These inequalities have the 
application of determining the complexity of certain sorting-like computations. Also, 
they gave the result: if P = Q w R satisfies the property: if'q e Q, r ~ R and q ~ r imply 
(Aq) c~ (Ar) = 0', then P has the PP for A. On the basis of [2], Daykin and Daykin [1] 
considered the order preserving maps on a finite poset. They proved the following result. 
Theorem. I f  P = Q u R is a partition of P, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) I f  q e Q, r e R and q ~ r, then Aq and Ar are disjoint. 
(2) (a) l f  q ~ Q, r ~ R, and q < r, then P = above{q} w below{r}. (b) l f  q ~ Q, r ~ R 
and r < q, then P = above{r} ~; below{q}. 
(3) There are partitions Q = Q1 w Q2 t._) . . .  L . IQm and R = R1 u R E w ... uR  n 
such that Qi < Qj for 1 <~ i < j <~ m, Ri < R j for  1 <~ i < j <~ n and at least one of the 
following properties holds: 
(a) Qi /R j for  1 <~ i <~ m and 1 <~ j <~ n. 
(b) Q i<Rj fo r  l ~ i <<. m and l <~ j <~ n. 
(c) Rj < Qifor 1 <~ i <~ m and l <~ j <~ n. 
Let P be a finite poset covered by three nonempty disjoint chains 7"1, T2, and T3. 
Then P has the following property: If p, q e P are in different chains and p < q, then 
P = above{p} w below{q}. Daykin and Daykin [1] made the conjecture: According 
to the above conditions, there is a partition P = R1 w R2 w ... w Rn such that 
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R1 < R 2 < " "  < R,. For each integer i, 1 ~< i ~< n, either R /and Tj are disjoint for 
some j in {1, 2, 3}, or if p and q are members of R/, then the following property holds: 
Ifp and q are in different chains, then p and q are incomparable. In the present study, we 
show the complete structure of this conjecture. Also, some new results are obtained. 
In Section 2, we use the equivalence relation 6 to construct the partitions of each 
T= for every z in {1, 2, 3}; some properties o f f  are illustrated. We define a relation 0 on 
the blocks of a finite poset P. It can be shown that 0 happens to be an equivalence 
relation. Some properties of the blocks of P are presented. 
In Section 3, we construct a partition P=Rx w R2 w ... u R, such that 
R x < R 2 < "'" < R,. Moreover, the following properties of R if or each i in { 1, 2 ..... n} 
are discussed: 
"For 1 ~< i ~< n, either R~ n Tj = 0 for some j, or if p, q e R/are in different chains, 
then p and q are incomparable." 
Relevant studies can also be found in [3-6]. 
2. Equivalence relations 
If p and q are incomparable, we denote it by p/q. 
Definition 2.1. Given a finite poset P. Let Tbe a chain of P. For each t in T, we denote 
U(t) = above{t}\T and D(t)= below{t}\T. Let fi be an equivalence relation on T; 
t16t2, if and only if both U(tl) = U(t2) and D(tl) = D(tz), where t~ and t2 are in T. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Q 1, Q2, ..., Qr be all nonempty equivalence classes of the equivalence 
relation ~ on a chain T. Then Q I and Qj are comparable, where i and j are in {1,2 ..... r}, 
i~ j .  
Proof. Given x i in Q i and xj in Q j, where i and j are in { 1, 2 ..... r}, i q: j. Then, x i and 
xj are comparable since T is a chain. W.l.o.g., we assume that x/is less than xj. This 
implies that xj belongs to above{x~}. If xi is in Qi, then U(xi)= U(2i) and 
D(xi) = D(~i). Moreover, xj is in above{2i} (otherwise, x~ belongs to Qi, a contradic- 
tion.). Thus, if/is less than xj for any ~ in Q/and for any x~ in Qi. We have Q/< Q j, 
where i and j are in { 1, 2 ..... r}, i :~ j. [] 
Now we reindex these equivalence classes of the equivalence relation 3 so that 
Q,<Q2<. . .<Q, .  
Definition 2.3 (The three-complete s t). A finite poset P is three-complete if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) P is covered by three nonempty disjoint chains T1, T2, and T3. 
(2) Given p and q in P. If p and q are in different chains and p is less than q, then 
P = above { p } w below { q }. 
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sT i}mi  Theorem 2.4. Let t k¢k=1 be a set of the nonempty equivalence classes of the 
equivalence r lation 6 on Ti, where i is in {1,2,3} and T] < T~ < ... < Tim. Then the 
three-complete s t P = T~ w T2 w Ts can be partitioned by blocks T~'s. That is, 
3 ra i 
P=U Urj. 
i=1 j= l  
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2, the theorem follows immediately. [] 
Definition 2.5. We define a relation 0 in F = {T/~: 1 <~ i <~ mz and 1 ~< z ~< 3} by 
writing TZoT k if and only if either aboveTT\ Tz = aboveTk\T k or belowT~\ T z = 
belowTk\T k, where 1 <~ i <~ mz, 1 <~ j <~ ink, and 1 ~< z, k ~< 3. 
Lemma 2.6. Given z in {1,2,3}. For any i and j in {1,2 ..... mz }, i ¢ j, T.~ and 7"] do not 
have the relation O in F. 
Proof. Given z in {1,2,3}. For any i and j  in {1,2 ..... mz}, i # j ,  we have T~ < T] 
if i< j .  Thus, T; is a subset of aboveTZ\T z. However, T 7 is not a subset of 
aboveT]\ Tf, and therefore aboveTZ\ Tz ~ aboveT~\ T]. Similarly, we can show that 
belowTT\ TF ~ belowT]\ T]. Thus, T z and T 7 cannot have the relation 0 in F for any 
i and j  in {1,2 ..... m=}, i ~j .  [] 
Lemma 2.7. For any two blocks TI and T~, suppose that TF and T] have the relation 
0 in F, where z and k are in {1, 2, 3}, z v ~ k, 1 <~ i <~ mz and 1 <~ j <~ mk. Then p and q are 
incomparable if p is in T~ and q is in T k. 
Proof (By contradiction). Assume that there exist some p in T/~ and some q in T k such 
that p and q are comparable. W.l.o.g., let p < q, then q is in aboveTT\ TT, and q is 
not in aboveTk\T k. Thus, aboveT~\ T[ v~ aboveTk\T k. Similarly, we can show that 
below T~ \ TF v ~ below Tk\ T k. This contradicts the assumption that TroT k for differ- 
entzandk in{1 ,2 ,3} ,where  l <~ i <~ mz and l <~ j <<. mk. [] 
Lemma 2.8. The relation 0 is an equivalence r lation. 
Proof. We need only to show that: If aboveTF\TE=aboveTk\T  and 
belowT~. \ T~ = below T~\ T~,, then above Tz \ T z = above T~\ T[, where z, k, and t are 
different in {1,2,3},/is in {1,2 ..... mz},j is in {1,2 ..... mk}, and h is in {1,2 ..... mr}. 
Let us assume that aboveT[\TZv~aboveT~\T~, where z and t are different in 
{1,2,3}\{k},/ is  n {1,2 ..... mz} and h is in {1,2 ..... mr}. 
Case 1. Suppose that aboveTF\ 7"[ is a subset of above T~,\ T~. Then we take r from 
the set (aboveT~,\ T~)\(aboveTE\ TF). Since aboveTT\ T2 = aboveT~\ T~, r is not in 
aboveT~.\T k. Also, r is not in belowTk\T k since r is not in belowT~\T~ and 
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belowT~.kT~ = belowT~,kT~. By Lemma 2.7, TkoT~, and that r is in aboveT[,\T~, r 
is not in T~. Thus, r and r' are incomparable for any r' in T k. Let us pick q from T~ 
such that q is less than r. Then r' is in P = above{q} w below{r}. By Lemma 2.7 and 
TkoT[,, r' and q are incomparable. Thus, r' is in below{r}. This contradicts the fact 
that r and r' are incomparable. 
Case 2: Suppose that there exists some r in aboveT~\ TF but not in aboveT~,\ T],. If 
r is in belowT],\ T],, then r is in belowTk\ T~. Since r is not in aboveTk\ Tk, r is not in 
aboveT~\ Tz. This is a contradiction. I fr  and r' are incomparable for any r' in T~ then 
we take q from Tr u T k, where q and r are in different chains. Since q is less than r, r' is 
in P = above{q} u below{r}. Thus, q is less than r'. Clearly, q must be chosen in Tf. 
(Otherwise, q is in T k. This contradicts Lemma 2.7.) Now, for any q in T~ and any r' in 
T~, q must be less than r', i.e., T~ < T~. T/~ is a subset of below Th\ T~, i.e., T~ is a subset 
of belowTkkT k. However, T~oT k. This contradicts Lemma 2.7. [] 
Definition 2.9. Let K 1, K2, .--, Kr, be all equivalence classes of the equivalence rela- 
tion 0. Define M~ = UK~ for i=  1,2 ..... m. 
Remark 2.10. The three-complete s t P can be partitioned by these blocks M~'s; i.e., 
P= UMi. 
i=1  
Theorem 2.11. Given x i in Mi and x j in M r, where i and j are in { 1,2,..., m}, i ~ j. I f x i is 
less than xj, then for any ~ in M~ with the property that Yq and xj are comparable, 2~ is 
less than xj. 
Proof. 
Case 1: Suppose that 2i and xi are incomparable, and x~ and xj are in different 
chains. By the definition of the three-complete set P, P = above { x i } w below { xj }. We 
know that 2i belongs to below{xj} since 2i is in P and 2Jxi. Thus, 2i is less than x~. 
Case 2" Suppose that 2~ and x~ are incomparable and xl and x i are in the same 
chains. We assume that 2i < xj is not true then by the definition of the three-complete 
set P, P = above{xj} w below{Ycl}, xi is in above{xj} since xi is in P and xi/21. This 
contradicts the fact that x~ is less than x~. Thus, 2i is less than xj. 
Case 3: If 2, is less than x~, then -~i < Xi < -Yj" Thus, 2~ is less than x~. 
Case 4: Suppose that x, is less than ~,, then by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we may assume 
that x, and ~i are in the same set T~ and xj is in T~, where z and t are in {1, 2, 3}, p is in 
{1,2 ..... mz} and h is in {1,2 ..... m,}. 
(1) If t = z, then h ~ p since xj is not in M~. Since xi is less than x j, T~ < T~. 
However, ~ is in T~. Hence, 2~ is less than xj. 
(2) If t ~z,  then x~ is in above{x~}\Tz since x~ is less than xj. However, 
above{xi}kT~ = above{2i}kT~, xj is in above{2i}kT~. Thus, xl is less than xj. [] 
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Theorem 2.12. Let xl and X 2 be in Mi, where i is in {1,2 ..... m}. I f  xl and x2 
are in the same chain, then above { x l } \ Mi = above { x 2 } \ Mi and below { x a } \ Mi = 
below{x2 } \ Mi. 
Proof. Suppose that xl and X 2 are in the same chain; say, T= for some z in {1,2,3}. 
According to Lemma 2.6, there xists omej in { 1, 2 .... , mz } such that x 1 and x2 are in the 
same set T]. By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we have above{xl}\M~ = above{xx}\T] and 
above { x2 } \ Mi ---- above {x2 } \ T]. However, above { x a } \ T] = above { x 2 } \ T]. Therefore, 
above { x ~ } \ M~ = above { x 2 } \ M~. Similarly, below { x l } \ M~ = below{x2}\ M~. [] 
3. Blocks of the three-complete sets 
Let us construct he desired blocks of the three-complete s t P by starting with 
R 1 = MI and iterating the following rule: If there exists an element p in M~, where i is 
in { 1, 2 ..... m}, and some r in R 1 such that p and r are incomparable, then we extend 
R 1 to be R 1 u Mg. By using the same procedure, we are able to define R 2, R 3 ..... and 
R, such that 
P= ORI .  
i=1  
In this section, M~'s are the same as that defined in Section 2. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M~ and Mk be subsets of Rifor some i in { 1, 2 ..... n}. I f  Mz and Mk are 
comparable, then there exists some M r being a subset of Ri such that M J  Mj and Mk/ M#. 
Proof (By contradiction). Assume that for any subset Mj of Ri, where Mj is different 
from both Mz and Mk, then either Mj ~ Mz or Mj ~ Mk. If M j ~ M, for any subset Mj 
of R~, then this will contradict the construction of Ri. Some result will occur in the 
case Mj ~ Mk. Thus, there must exist some subset M r of Ri such that MJMj  and 
Mk/Mj if M~ and Mk are comparable. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let Mz and Mk be subsets of Rifor some i in { 1, 2 ..... n}. l fMz < Mt < Mk, 
where t is in {1,2, ...,m}, then Mt is a subset of Ri. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1, if Mz and Mk are comparable then there exists some 
subset Mj of Ri such that Mk/Mj and Mz/Mj. Assume that Mj and M, are comparable. 
If Mj is less than Mr, then Mj is less than Mk. This is a contradiction. If Mt is less than 
Mj, then M, is less than Mj. This is also a contradiction. Thus, Mj and Mt are 
incomparable. That is, M, is a subset of R~. [] 
Theorem 3.3. For any different i and j in { 1, 2 ..... n}, Ri and Rj are comparable. 
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Proof. Let Mi be a subset of Ri and M r be a subset of Ri. Pick p in Mi and q in M r, 
where p and q are comparable. W.l.o.g., we may assume that p is less than q. According 
to Theorem 2.11 and the construction of Ri and Rj, p < q implies that M~ < M r. Let 
r be any element of Ri\ Mi and this r is in Mk for some subset Mk of Ri. Thus, according 
to the construction of Ri and R j, we know that Mk and M r are comparable. If M i is less 
than Mk, then we have Mi < M~ < M~. By Lemma 3.2, M~ must be a subset of R~. This 
is a contradiction. Hence, Mk < Mj. That is, r is less than q. Thus, Ri < Rj for any 
different i and j, where i and j are in { 1, 2 ..... n}. 
Remark 3.4. The above Ri's can be reindexed such that R 1 < R 2 < . . -  < R..  There- 
fore, the three-complete s t P can be partitioned by these reindexed blocks Rfs. 
We denote 'p is less than q' by 'p-~ q' in the following proofs and examples. 
Lemma 3.5. Let p and q be any two elements of Ri for some i in { 1,2 ..... n}, where p and 
q are in different chains with q < p. Suppose that p is in Tk and q is in Tz, where z and 
k are in {1,2,3}. I fp  is in Mt and q is in M r, where M r < M, and wherej and t are in 
{1,2 ..... m}, then (M, w Mr) ~ Th = O, where h is different from both z and k. 
Proof. If (Mr w Mj) c~ Th ~ 0, then there exists some r in Th such that r is in Mt w Mj. 
W.l.o.g., let r be in Mj. Let us take mj from Mj, m~ from Mr, and ml, m2 fi'om Mk, 
where k is in {1,2, . . . ,m}\{j , t}  and Mk is a subset of Ri such that mx/m j and m2/mr. 
The possible relations among p, q, r, m~, mz, m r, and m~ are illustrated in the following 
figures. We will show that the following cases fail. 
Relation 1. Suppose that m~ and p are incomparable. 
Case 1: See Fig. 1. Thus, ml does not belong to P = above{r} w below{p}. This 
contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Case 2: See Fig. 2. Thus, m~ does not belong to P = above{r} w below{p}. This 
contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Case 3: See Fig. 3. Thus, ml does not belong to P = above{q} w below{p}. This 
contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Case 4: See Fig. 4. According to Theorem 2.12, m r is in Tk. W.l.o.g., let m~ be in T~. 
By Lemma 2.7, m r and r are incomparable. Thus, mj does not belong to P = 
above{r} w below{ml}. This contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
P D21 
r rnj  
Fig. 1. 
P m 1 
q r mj  
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
m2.  
Relation 2. Suppose that p is less than ml. 
Case 5: See Fig. 5. This contradicts the assumption that m~ and mj are 
incomparable. 
Relation 3. Suppose that ml is less than p and p/m2. W.l.o.g., let mz be in T,. 
According to Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 2.7, ml and m2 are incomparable (see Fig. 6). 
Case 6: Suppose that mx is in Th. Thus, m2 does not belong to P = above{m1} u 
below { p }. This contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Case 7: Suppose that ml is in Tk. Since q belongs to P = above{r} u below{m~ } 
and q/r, we have q < m:. If mj is in Th, then according to Theorem 2.12 and r is less 
than ml, we know that mj is less than m~. Ifm r is in Tz, then according to Theorem 
2.12 and q is less than m~, we know that m r is less than m~. These contradict the fact 
that m~ and m r are incomparable. 
Relation 4. Suppose that ml and mz are less than p. According to Theorem 2.12 
and m2/mt, p and mt are incomparable. W.l.o.g., let mt be in T~ (see Fig. 7). 
Case 8: Suppose that mz is in Th. Thus, mt does not belong to P = above{m1} w 
below { p}. This contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Case 9: Suppose that m2 is in Tk. Ifm~ is in Th, then ml is less than mt since mt is 
in P= above{m1} u below{p}. Thus, m2 does not belong to P= above{m1} u 
below{m,}. This contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. If m~ is 
in T~, then ml and m2 are incomparable by Lemma 2.7. Since ml belongs 
to P=above{r}wbelow{m2}, r is less than ml.  Thus, m r belongs to 
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Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
P = above{r} w below{m1 };that is, r is less than m r. According to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, 
mj is in Th. By Theorem 2.12 and r is less than ml, mj is less than m~. This contradicts he 
fact that mt and mj are incomparable. If mr is in Tk, then according to Theorem 2.12, we 
know that r is less than ml. r is less than mj since m r belongs to P = above{r} w be- 
low{ml}. According to Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, mj is in Th. By Theorem 2.12, we have 
mj is less than ml. This contradicts the fact that mt and m r are incomparable. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Let p and q be any two elements of Ri for some i in {1, 2 ..... n}, where p and 
q are in different chains with the property that q is less than p. Suppose that p is in Tk and 
q is in T~, where z and k are in {1,2,3}. I fp  is in Mt and q is in M r with Mj/Mt, where 
j and t are in {1,2 . . . . .  m}, then (hit w Mj) n Th = O, where h is in {1,2,3}\{z,k }. 
Proof. Since MflMt, we can choose m r from Mj and mt from Mt such that mj and 
mt are incomparable. According to the definition of the three-complete s t P and 
Theorem 2.12, we only consider the case shown in Fig. 8: If (Mr w Mj) n Th ~ O, then 
there exists some r in Th such that r is in Mt w Mj. W.l.o.g., let r be in M r. According to 
Lemma 2.7, q and r are incomparable. Possible relations among p, q, r, m,, and mj are 
shown in the following figures. We will show that the following cases fail. 
Relation 1. See Fig. 9. Thus, r does not belong to P = above{q} u below{p}. This 
contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Relation 2. See Fig. 10. Thus, mt does not belong to P = above{r} w below{p}. 
This contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Relation 3. See Fig. 11. Thus, r does not belong to P = above{q} w below{p}. This 
contradicts the definition of the three-complete s t P. 
Relation 4. See Fig. 12. According to Theorem 2.12 and mj/mt, r and mj are in 
different chains. By Lemma 2.7, r and m r are incomparable. If m, is in Tz, then 
mj does not belong to P = above{r} w below{m,}. This contradicts the definition 
of the three-complete set P. If mt is in Th, then mj does not belong to 
P = above{q} w below{m~}. This contradicts the definition of the three-complete 
set P. [] 
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Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
q mj  r q mj .  
Fig. 11. Fig. 12. 
Theorem 3.7. For each i in {1,2 ..... n}, we have either that Ri and Th are disjoint for 
some h in {1, 2, 3}, or if given p and q in Ri, where p and q are in different chains, then 
p and q are incomparable. 
Proof. Given p and q in Ri, where p and q are in different chains with the property 
that p is less than q. Let p be in Tk and q be in T~, where k and z are in {1,2,3}. 
Also, p is in Mt and q is in Mj, where j and t are in {1,2,...,m}. We claim that 
Ri ~ Th = 0, where h is different from both k and z. We assume that there exists some 
r in both Ri n Th and Ms, where s is in {1,2, ...,m}. We need only show that the 
following first two cases shown in Fig. 13 fail since the remaining three cases are 
similar. 
According to Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, and Theorem 2.12, we have Mt < Mj < Ms, where 
Mr, is a subset of Tk, Mj is a subset of Tz, and Ms is a subset of Th. By Lemma 3.1, there 
exists some subset Mo of Ri, where ~ is in {1,2, ...,m} such that Mo,/Ms and M,~/Mj. 
Choose x,o and £,o from M,o such that x~,/q and ~,o/r. 
Case 1: See Fig. 14. Ifxo, is in Tk, then according to Lemma 3.6 and our assumption 
that r is in Th, ~,o is in Tk. However, £,~,/r and x,o is less than r. By Theorem 2.12, this is 
a contradiction. If x~, is in Th then according to Lemma 3.6 and the assumption that 
r is in Th, ~ is in T,. However, p is in T~. By Lemma 3.6, this is a contradiction. 
Case 2: See Fig. 15. Ifx~, is in Tk, then according to Lemma 3.6 and the assumption 
that r is in Th, ~,o is in Tk. However, ~,~/r and xo, is less than r, by Theorem 2.12, this 
is a contradiction. If x,o is in Th then p is less than xo, since x,o belongs to 
P = above{p} w below{q}. By Lemma 3.6 and the assumption that q is in T~, ~o, is in 
T~. However, p is in Tk. This contradicts Lemma 3.6. [] 
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Fig. 14. Fig. 15. 
Remark 3.8. Given a three-complete s t P, we have the main result: There is a parti- 
tion P = R~ w RE w ... uRn  such that R~ < R2 < ... < Rn and for i in {1,2 . . . . .  n}, 
either Ri n T~ = 0 for somej  in {1, 2, 3}, or if given p and q in Ri, where p and q are in 
different chains, then p and q are incomparable. 
Remark 3.9. If P is not a three-complete set, then Remark 3.8 might not hold. The 
following example illustrates this statement. 
Let P = T1 w T2 w T3, where T1 = {a}, T2 = {A,B}, and T3 = {1,2}. Also, see 
Fig. 16. Note that this P is not a three-complete set since 2 does not belong to 
above{a} w below{B}. 
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Fig. 16. Fig. 17. 
Remark 3.10. This construction is called the block design. It is a very useful concept in 
computer science since it saves computing time in certain sorting-like computation. 
The following example illustrates this statement. 
Let P = 7"1 w T 2 k.) T 3 where T 1 ----- {a, b, c}, T 2 -= {A, B}, and T 3 = {1 }. Also, see 
Fig. 17. So P is a three-complete set. Those blocks Ri's of P are R1 = {A,B,b,c}. 
R2 = {1}, and R3 = {a}. 
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